Trusek Limited

RightCard Money Transfer launches on Trusek
platform
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
28 June 2016
Trusek successfully guides RightCard to become a fully-fledged eMoney Institution
London, Thursday 23 June 2016:
Trusek Ltd, the leading software provider powering the Fintech revolution, today announced the launch of
RightCard Money Transfer on the Trusek software platform.
This means that RightCard can now offer a speedy, simple, good value and transparent cross border, cross
currency funds transfer system for individuals and businesses.
It’s based on Trusek’s proven multi-currency accounts system.
Steve Hatton, Director at Trusek said, “The Trusek team have experience of the full E-money license
application process as well as managing E-money issuing. This meant that we were well positioned to assist
RightCard through their application process, ensuring approval was granted within the minimum timeframe.
We were very pleased with the outcome and I would like to congratulate the RightCard team on a successful
launch.”
Mauricio Barbosa, Owner of RightCard said, "I previously worked with the Trusek team when I was Director
of Alpha Transfers Limited, a London based Remittance Company. My experiences then gave me the
assurance I needed that Trusek was the right partner for us. I first contracted them to consult with us on the
FCA IT Controls, which was a major part of our application process to become an Authorised Electronic
Money Institution.”
Barbosa continued, “With the help and guidance of the Trusek team we successfully completed our application
process with the FCA and RightCard is now a fully-fledged eMoney Institution.”
The Trusek platform has previously been deployed by FCA authorised companies and their agents.
-ENDSEditors Notes:
About Trusek
Trusek offers a SAAS Platform for the Fintech Sector. Our digital banking solution provides a complete 360°
view of your business with access to advanced features normally only available to major institutions. Its
powerful functionality, such as multi-currency account and double-entry accounting, gives you a flexible and
more efficient way to do business. Visit www.Trusek.com
ABOUT RIGHTCARD
Rightcard offers quick, easy and reliable cross border money transfer that’s cost-efficient and transparent. Our
Customers have secure access to their multi-currency account on-line and via their smart phone. Account
holders may load, withdraw, complete foreign exchange and transfer funds anytime, anywhere. Visit rightcard.com
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